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UP FRONT

John Westlake writes...
Despite the doubts and uncertainties during the run up to the
festive season caused by the pandemic, here in England we
were very fortunate in being able to enjoy a relatively normal
Christmas and celebratory New Year in stark comparison to all
the restrictions imposed twelve months ago. Let us fervently
hope and pray the worst is now behind us and that we never
again have to see our cherished pubs placed out of reach and
under such acute financial pressures.
January and February are historically quiet months for the
licensed trade and it is therefore imperative that we give them
all the support we can and of course, enjoy some excellent cask
beers or cider at the same time.
Sadly there will be no Stout and Porter Stroll this year, an
event that would normally have featured in this issue of the
magazine. Given all the uncertainties mentioned earlier, it
was felt inappropriate to ask licensees to order in special beer
supplies in the light of a very real risk that they might incur such
extra expense, only to see it quite literally disappear down the
drain. Needless to say, we certainly hope to reinstate the Stroll
in all its dark and tasty glory for 2023.
We try to keep Nottingham Drinker as up-to-date as possible,
so if you become aware of any changes to the local scene: pubs
opening or closing; undergoing major changes or, perhaps,
intending to hold a special event as spring approaches, please
do let us know. In the meantime as the days slowly lengthen,
let us all look forward to what will hopefully be a year of promise
and recovery.
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PUBLICATION DATES
The next issue of Nottingham Drinker (issue 161) will be
published on Thursday 31st March 2022 and will be
available from the branch meeting.
THE ND161 COPY DEADLINE IS
Thursday 3rd March 2022
10,000 copies of the Nottingham Drinker are distributed
free of charge to over 300 outlets in the Nottingham area
including libraries, the Tourist Information Centre and pubs in
Nottingham, outlying villages and local towns. It is published
by Nottingham CAMRA; design, layout, and typeset by Mark
Giles; printed by Stirland Paterson, Ilkeston.
ADVERTISING
Nottingham Drinker welcomes advertisements subject to
compliance with CAMRA policy and space availability. There is
a discount for any advertising submitted in a suitable format
for publishing, JPEG, PDF etc. Advertising rates start from
£30 for a small advert (1/16 of a page) in a suitable format.
A premium is charged for advertising on the back page. Six
advertisements can be bought for the discounted price of five
(one years worth). Contact the Editor by e-mail:
drinkeradvert@nottinghamcamra.org for details.
© Nottingham CAMRA
No part of this magazine may be
reproduced without permission
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News Round Up

From around the branch area
ROBIN RETURNS
Following a change of ownership, a facelift and major internal
refurbishment, the Robin Hood on Mansfield Road, right in the
heart of Sherwood, reopened its doors last autumn just in time
to celebrate Halloween.

Bath Inn, Sneinton
of seating options - something I have always appreciated in a
pub – with plenty of tables in the spacious main bar, convenient
shelf space with bar stools to perch on, and an attractive parlour
room with smaller tables to create a cosier atmosphere.

Robin Hood, Sherwood
Describing itself as a ‘pub, community hub and venue’, the spacious, L-shaped lounge bar has been redecorated in refreshingly
bold colours and eclectically furnished, including a piano. An
alcove for darts has been incorporated into the design, table
skittles and assorted boardgames are available and long alley
skittles can be played outside at the rear where a beer garden
can also be found. There is even a kids’ play area tucked away
somewhere! Meanwhile, the encouraging sight of three handpumps along the bar offers the choice of Castle Rock’s excellent
Sherwood Reserve stout, just the job on a cold winter’s night;
Lenton Lane’s powerful and award-winning 200 Not Out, apparently a favourite with the landlord, and Robin Hood Pale Ale
(3.9% abv), an easy drinking, tasty brew created especially for
the pub by Navigation Brewery.

The four hand pumps are currently stocked with Doom Bar, Castle Rock Elsie Mo, Oakham JHB and Adnams Old Ale, with the
intention to rotate other ales in regularly. There is no real cider
option however a bit of gentle persuasion by yours truly led to
a positive intention to change that. There is also a fine selection
of whiskies behind the bar. The kitchen is yet to be established
but food will be provided in the future and this would seem to
be an ideal place to have a meal before a concert or similar
entertainment.

It is great to be able to welcome back a commendably reinvigorated Robin Hood to its rightful place as part of the Sherwood
drinking scene and we wish them well for the future.

Re-opening of the Bath Inn, Sneinton
There have been a number of new developments in the Sneinton Market vicinity and the reopening of The Bath Inn is the
latest one. Prominently sited on a street corner just past the
Victoria Leisure Centre, it is within easy walking distance from
the city centre and close to the vibrant nightlife of Hockley and
the Arena. The pub had been closed and sadly neglected for
months but then in stepped Piers Wheatcroft Baker, an expert
horticulturalist looking for a change in direction, who jumped at
the chance to refurbish the pub and put an intriguing stamp on
the design. The Wheatcroft family, of local Garden Centre fame,
have had ties to the area for many years.

The Bar at the Bath Inn
Our first impressions were certainly very favourable and we immediately felt welcomed and at home in the pub. Mr Wheatcroft
Baker has firmly stated his intention to make the pub a community hub, and this does appear to be a relaxed and convivial
place for the local community, and others, to enjoy a drink.
The landlord and staff said they were pleased with the positive
comments they had received from customers, especially the
number of people saying how good it was to have the building
put to good use again.

The exterior of the building was given its unique look in the
1920’s, when the tomb of Tutankhamun had just been discovered and Egyptian fascination was sweeping the nation. The
facade was redesigned with Egyptian columns and decorative
features in a bid to outdo the other local establishments and
attract their clientele.
Now, nearly one hundred years later, the interior has had a similar makeover with a continuation of the Egyptian theme. A sarcophagus has pride of place, together with golden jackal and cat
god icons, all lit by elegant chandeliers. However the heritage of
the pub has not been forgotten with historic photographs of the
pub and the local area affixed to the wall. There is a good range
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Manvers Arms, Radcliffe on Trent

and special thanks were given to Drew the cellar man, for ensuring that the beers were always exceptional.
Photos show Andrew Ludlow presenting the Cider Pub of the
Year, and Paul Davies presenting the Village Pub of the year.

Manvers Arms, Radcliffe on Trent

Cider Pub of the Year 2020 Presentation

The historic Manvers Arms pub in Radcliffe on Trent closed suddenly just before Christmas 2019. Since then the appearance
of the pub has sadly deteriorated and villagers are becoming
annoyed that nothing has been done to rectify this.
Representations have been made to owners Star Pubs and Bars
but have expressed disappointment that no action seems to
have been taken.
In frustration signs have been attached by individuals from Radcliffe to the temporary fencing around the pub, together with
some decorations.

Village Pub of the Year 2020 Presentation
Also congratulations go to the Poppy and Pint in West Bridgford,
for being runner up in the Urban Pub of the Year 2020.
Pictured is John Holmes from BBC Radio Nottingham presenting
James Halfpenny with the award.

Manvers Arms, Radcliffe on Trent

Awards and Presentations
Recently we caught up with award presentation that were affected by lockdown.
The first was at the Old Green Dragon in Oxton, which won the
2020 Cider Pub of the Year, and the 2020 Village Pub of the Year.
Congratulations of Cloe and Marc.
On being given the awards, they thanked CAMRA and all those
who had voted for them, explaining that it was a team effort,
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Brewery Focus
Gigs and Holy Orders

Angel Microbrewery, Lace Market
Situated on the corner of Stoney Street and Woolpack Lane
deep in the historic Lace Market conservation area and originally
just two humble domestic dwellings, the Grade II listed Angel
Microbrewery dates back to c1676, when it was known as the
Old Angel Inn, a name that survived until a change of management in 2016.
First documented on a map in 1744, the pub has enjoyed a
colourful history, having at one time served as a brothel and
subsequently, the establishment of an upstairs chapel, which
became a meeting house for the national Ancient Imperial Union
of Oddfellows in 1801.
Thirty years later Robert Pearson, a somewhat the worse for
wear customer, tumbled to his death down the main staircase
while in 1862, a lacemaker by the name of Edward Hulse died in
mysterious circumstances having apparently fallen from a third
floor window.
In 1871 the chapel hosted a grand party for the official Ancient
Order of Druids, the same year as it happened that one Robert
Byron, having tried to perform a tightrope walk on the premises, was arrested for being drunk and disorderly! During a
riot over a local election in 1885, it is recorded that most of the
pub’s windows were smashed, after which things seem to have
calmed down until a century later when the upstairs chapel was
converted into a notorious rock and roll venue, where up and
coming bands such as Oasis, Kasabian and the Arctic Monkeys
all once performed.
In the meantime, it had also become a regular haunt of local author, Alan Sillitoe, whose image adorned the outside of the pub
until relatively recently and is best remembered for his short
story, ‘The Loneliness of the Long-Distance Runner.’
Meanwhile a young local entrepreneur, Ben Rose, had been busily building up his café business on the fringe of the Lace Market
and after nearly two decades, was looking to expand into new
premises when, by good fortune in early 2016, he was offered
the chance to take on the running of the Old Angel.
“I had done a bit of home brewing”, Ben tells me. “I had also
been inspired by some of the pubs and microbreweries I discovered on a recent visit to Bristol, so I thought to myself, why not
give it a try and go the whole hog by installing a small brewery
of our own?”
After securing the necessary finance, Ben sourced a British
made brewing kit customised to fit the available space in the
smaller of the pub’s two principal rooms ans set about the structural alterations needed to accommodate it, including the essential drainage – a much bigger job than at first anticipated!

By sheer coincidence, one of Ben’s best friends was studying for
a degree in brewing at Nottingham University, so Ben invited
him to gain additional practical experience by helping him to
develop the initial portfolio of Angel beers, the first of which was
launched commercially in October 2016. This lack of brewing
expertise at the outset no doubt helps to explain why the early
Angel brews were not, perhaps, quite as good as they might
have been, but quality soon improved and Ben’s pal, Danny,
continued as brewer until the pandemic forced operations to
come to a halt, at which point he decided it was time to move
on.

Bill Pottschulte (left) and Ben Rose
When pubs were allowed to fully reopen in the middle of last
year, Ben was in need of someone new to head up production
and was lucky enough to recruit Bill Pottschulte, an experienced
brewer of German descent, who apparently has a small brew
kit installed at home and even grows his own hops! Since coming on board, Bill has thoroughly overhauled the Angel’s range
of core and seasonal beers, three or four of which they aim to
have on sale at any given time. In the meantime, Ben has also
taken on responsibility for running the Golden Fleece on Mansfield Road, which provides another potential outlet for the Angel’s growing cask ale portfolio. Apart from the beer, the Angel
also offers a menu of organic, locally sourced and seasonal pub
favourites, while the upstairs room, now christened the Chapel,
hosts regular comedy nights and live music gigs at least twice a
week, which certainly seem to be proving popular.
Angel Microbrewery core beers:
Genesis (4.4% abv)
A zesty pale ale seasoned with American Simcoe and Mosaic
hops.
Archangel IPA (4.9% abv)
A fruity, mid-strength IPA flavoured with Belma and German
Huell Melon hops, the latter being known to actually impart a
hint of honeydew.
Ezekial (3.9%)
A session pale ale featuring Mosaic, Huell Melon and Hallertau
Blanc hops to create a refreshing, fruity beer with grassy notes
and hints of gooseberry.
Black Angel (4.5% abv)
A true stout fashioned from a blend of roasted malts with Magnum and spicy English Northdown hops to achieve a smooth,
dry palate, rich in toasted grain flavours and notes of dark chocolate, black coffee and a touch of liquorice.
Jericho (6.0% abv)
A powerful, citrusy, West Coast IPA charged with Cascade and
Simcoe hops.
Exodus (3.9% abv)
In the vein of a traditional, amber hued British bitter, a tasty
brew conjured up from four different malts, including rye, and
spiced with fruity Chinook and Cascade hops.
And finally, one to look out for: Hung, Drawn and Quartered
(5.2% abv) A dark, London porter, which will feature Northdown and Polish Lubelski Saaz hops.
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Fare Deals

John Westlake seeks out those
places in our area where good
food and good ale go hand in
hand.

with their deep orange, super tasty coral. Beneath is a small
bed of tender, salty samphire and alongside, a side salad and
two chunks of fluffy wholemeal bread, ideal for mopping up all
the lovely, garlic infused, buttery juices. It may not be cheap as
starters go, but the helping is at least equal to what some restaurants have been known to serve as a main course and more
importantly, they are certainly up there among the best scallops
I have ever eaten!

Lambley is a charming village lying in gently rolling countryside
just to the north of the Nottingham conurbation and not far from
Gedling Country Park, a pleasant recreational area developed on
the site where the eponymous colliery once stood. Boasting not
one but three pubs all worthy of a visit, my destination is the
Woodlark, snugly located at the foot of the hill leading towards
the neighbouring village of Woodborough and adjacent to the
delightfully wooded Lambley Dumbles. The historic, Grade 1
listed parish church of the Holy Trinity can also be found just
down the road and also deserves at least a peek inside to admire its rare, perpendicular architecture.

Belgium Carbonnade at The Woodlark

The Woodlark, Lambley
Mine hosts, Peter and Elaine, previously ran a pub in Calverton
before being lured to the west country, where they took on the
tenancy of the Lugger Inn in Polruan. A few years later, they
decided to have a go at making their own beer and set up the
Fishkey Brewery in nearby Looe. but over time a growing dissatisfaction with the seasonality of the trade, combined with the
need to find a new brewery taproom, led them to start investigating the trade press with a view to moving. When the Woodlark, a pub they knew well, popped up on the radar they could
hardly believe their luck and the rest, as they say, is history.
Unfortunately, the original Fishkey Brewery kit was too large to
be accommodated in the new premises, but Peter managed to
source a smaller unit from Stoke on Trent, which he installed in
what used to be the Woodlark’s basement steak bar.
Much of what used to be the car park is now put to better use as
a beer garden, including an attractive, flower bedecked, covered
terrace, while the interior comprises two simply furnished, quintessentially village pub rooms: to the left the popular ‘Vaults’
or public bar complete with a real fire; to the right a cosy restaurant, which enjoys weekly deliveries of fresh fish direct from
Cornwall courtesy of Peter’s prior contacts. Sadly, the excellent
Fishkey beers are not always available, but well kept Timothy
Taylor’s Landlord and Theakston’s Best Bitter are usually accompanied by two of three guest ales, often sourced from local
small producers.
Not surprisingly, seafood features widely on both the standard
menu and the blackboard listed weekly specials, with spicy tom
yum soup, a Thai classic with prawns, kaffir lime leaves and
fresh coriander (£8) listed as the house signature dish! However, amongst this week’s offerings are St Austell Bay scallops,
pan fried in garlic butter with samphire, granary bread and
salad (£9 or £15 as a main course), which being my all time
favourite shellfish I cannot resist. Aptly presented neatly piled
upon one of their own shells are five gorgeously plump and succulent scallops, perfectly browned and even better, complete
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Continuing the fishy theme, a main course of award winning
Loch Duart salmon, naturally smoked haddock and potato crumble topped with grilled cheese and a spring onion and cheese
sauce (£15) sounds good, but I decide on a change of tack
and order the ‘Belgium carbonnade’ (£14), a classic beef stew,
slow cooked in Belgian beer with mushrooms, bacon and herbs
and of course, being a Belgian dish, served with fries, which
here come in an enamel bowl lined with a sheet of greaseproof
‘newspaper’. Alongside is a generous helping of meltingly tender meat in a rich, dark gravy liberally laced with sliced carrots, mushrooms and baby onions. Garnished with a few pea
sprouts, it is all utterly delicious and goes down a treat with a
fine drop of Welbeck Cavendish (5% abv), a suitably assertive
blonde ale with a nice citrus bite.
For those with a sweet tooth and any room left, sticky toffee
pudding or cheesecake of the week, both served with vanilla
ice cream (£6), might be a fitting conclusion, but for me it’s a
double espresso and just maybe another beer, even if it isn’t
Belgian.
The Woodlark
Church Street, Lambley, Nottingham NG4 4QB.
(NCT routes 46 and 47)
Tel: 0115 9312535
www.woodlarkinn.co.uk
Food served Tuesday to Saturday 12 – 2 and 5.30 – 8.30;
Sunday 12 – 3.

Staunton Arms, Staunton-in-the-Vale
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Hidden deep in the north-eastern corner of the lovely Vale of
Belvoir some 15 miles from Nottingham, Staunton-in-the-Vale
is a modest settlement of ‘blink and you’ll miss it’ proportions,
with the imposing, redbrick, Georgian edifice of the Staunton
Arms proudly standing at its heart. Both the village and the
pub share their name with the local landowning Staunton family, who have resided in the area since at least the time of the
Norman conquest and are certainly among those members of
the English gentry to have presided over the same estate for
the longest number of years. A listed building complete with
a recently refurbished patio, nowadays adorned with a stylish
marquee, the interior of the pub bursts with cosy, olde worlde
charm, from dark beams and rustic brickwork to bare-board
flooring and a real fire in the bar. Regular cask beers comprise
Draught Bass and Castle Rock Harvest Pale, usually accompanied by at least one guest ale.
Happily seated by a window in this somewhat remote, country pub, I am pleasantly surprised to discover how ambitious
and imaginative are both the a la carte and ‘specials’ menus
with which I have been presented. Soup of the day (£5.95) is
cauliflower, which I like, but I am drawn instead to the fillet of
sea trout, with chorizo and new potato salad, fennel and sauce
vierge (£8.50) which, as it happens, turns out to be an excellent choice. A good sized darne of warm, orangey-pink fish,
perfectly moist and flaky and sporting a lovely layer of crispy
skin, rests beside a moulded roundel of rich potato salad generously studded with small cubes of paprika spiced sausage.
A little shaved raw fennel, a garnish of pea-shoots and an all
too small dollop of what appears to be chutney but is in fact
the tangy sauce vierge, a modern French classic comprised of
tomatoes, olive oil, fresh herbs and lemon juice, complete the
ensemble. It is all really scrumptious and certainly bodes well
for the main course.

Crispy skinned Chicken at The Staunton Arms
Vegetarian diners might be tempted by rainbow courgette spaghetti with Parmesan, pesto and crème fraîche, topped with
a parsley and garlic crumb (£12.95), but given my liking for
spicy food, I cannot resist having a go at the crispy skinned
chicken served with ginger and coriander croquettes, sweetcorn purée, baby sweetcorn, charred tenderstem broccoli and
a jus (£16.95). Beautifully presented on an attractively mottled plate, two halves of a plump and juicy breast are propped
against a trio of well browned, snooker ball sized croquettes,
themselves seated on a bed of silky smooth sweetcorn and
draped with nicely al dente vegetables, while a swirl of ginger
infused jus and a few more pea-shoots complete the dish.
The flavour combinations are stunningly good, even if the ginger in the creamy potato balls does tend to overwhelm the coriander, while the promised crispy skin of the chicken is almost
bordering on crunchy. It completes a culinary triumph and one
of the best meals I have enjoyed for quite some time.

Draught Bass, which has proved to be such an excellent accompaniment throughout and robust enough to stand up to all those
powerful flavours.
The Staunton Arms
Staunton-in-the-Vale, Nottinghamshire NG13 9PE.
Tel: 01400 281218
www.stauntonarms.co.uk
Food served Monday to Saturday 12 – 9.30; Sunday 12 – 8.30
(also Brunch Monday to Saturday 8 – 12).
New Image for Old Vol

Old Vol, Caythorpe
After yet another makeover, the Old Volunteer, now rather trendily abridged to the Old Vol, at Caythorpe reopened for business
at the beginning of December. Fronted by its own little grove of
potted olive trees and sporting new black and gold signage, the
interior has been totally redecorated and refurnished in various
shades of grey, even down to the baby grand piano standing
guard between the rear dining room and the L-shaped front bar,
which has certainly become a more appealing drinking environment than its predecessor. This is especially so for the cosy
snug area set aside with its relaxed seating arranged around a
real fire, while television screens have sensibly been banished
to the upstairs sports bar.
Reassuringly, three handpumps have been retained offering
Timothy Taylor’s Landlord and Jaipur, an outstanding IPA from
the Bakewell based Thornbridge Brewery alongside a guest ale,
which is currently Castle Rock Harvest Pale. Nevertheless, there
is no doubt that the Old Vol is unashamedly more gastropub
than village boozer, as witnessed by its website, which not only
provides details of their newly devised, modern English menus
but also the two head chefs and even a third head chef in training behind their creation! Given the Covid related uncertainties
that still pervade the hospitality trade, this is a brave venture
and ND wishes the Old Vol team every success for the future.

White chocolate malted milk ganache with honeycomb ice
cream and almond shortbread or spiced carrot and walnut cake,
mascarpone icing and blood orange sorbet (both £6.75) might
tempt some by way of a finale but, with little room left, I am
more than content to savour the last few drops of my top-notch
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LocAle 2022
Voting is now taking place for the 2022 LocAle Pub of the Year
(area 3) and members of the public are encouraged to vote for
no more two pubs, from the list below:
Arnold
• The Abdication, 89, Mansfield Road, Arnold. NG5 6DA
• Organ Grinder, 133, Front Street, Arnold. NG5 7ED
• Robin Hood (and) Little John, 1 Church Street, Arnold.
NG5 8FD
• Waggon & Horses, 260 Mansfield Road ,Redhill, Arnold.
NG5 8JY
Basford
• Lion, 44 Mosley Street Basford. NG7 7FQ
Bleasby
• Wagon and Horses, Gipsy Lane, Bleasby. NG14 7GG
Burton Joyce
• Lord Nelson Pub & Kitchen, Chestnut Grove, Burton Joyce.
NG14 5DN
Carlton
• Brickyard,1a Standhill Rd, Carlton, Nottingham NG4 1JL
Carrington
• Doctor’s Orders, 351, Mansfield Road, Carrington. NG5
2DA
• Gladstone, 45 Loscoe Road, Carrington. NG5 2AW
Caythorpe
• Black Horse, 29 Main Street, Caythorpe NG14 7ED
Daybrook
• The Vale Hotel, 780, Mansfield Road. Daybrook. NG5 3GG
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Epperstone
• Cross Keys, Main Street, Epperstone. NG14 6AD
Gedling
• Willowbrook, 13, Main Street Gedling. NG4 3HQ
Hoveringham
• Reindeer, Main Street, Hoveringham. NG14 7JR
Lambley
• Woodlark Inn, Church Street, Lambley. NG4 4QB
Mapperley
• Blues Dawg, 960 Woodborough Rd, Nottingham NG3 5QS
• Bread and Bitter, Woodthorpe Drive, Mapperley Top. NG3
5JL
• Duke of Cambridge, 548, Woodborough Road, NG3 5FH
• Woodthorpe Top, 151A Woodthorpe Drive, Mapperley Top.
NG3 5JL
Oxton
• Old Green Dragon, Blind Lane, Oxton. NG25 0SS
Thurgaton
• Red Lion, Southwell Rd, Thurgaton NG14 7GP
Votes to be sent to locale@nottinghamcamra.org no later
than Monday, 28 February, 2022
Winner Area Two
246 votes were received for pubs in area two.
The two finalists are The Bird Hide, Attenborough and The
Bull’s Well, Bulwell. Whilst not reaching the final congratulations go to the Millipede, Stapleford for receiving over 40
votes.
They join Byron’s Rest, Hucknall and Tap and Growler, Hilltop,
Eastwood, winners from Area One
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Vale of Belvoir
News from VoB CAMRA

Happy New Year to everyone - especially to all of our great pubs
and landlords, who have had such a terrible time of it over the
last however long it is since we put pen to paper in the Nottingham Drinker. Let’s hope, hope, hope that 2022 can take all of
us into better state.
Just to catch you up with what has been happening with Vale of
Belvoir CAMRA, I will take you back to the latter half of 2021.
The Branch had an interim AGM in September at the Royal
Oak, Car Colston. This was very much a question of trying to
cross i’s and dot t’s, as far as getting the admin / committee
of the branch back up to speed, as a few active members have
dropped off through the lockdown period.
This is fully understandable, and our aim is to keep the branch
ticking along with all the necessaries, such as GBG entries, getting & keeping Whatpub fully up to date and trying to touch
base with as many landlords as possible through this difficult
period.
We now have the branch Facebook page back up and running,
keeping you informed of what is happening with us in the Vale
and surrounding areas and, thanks in large to stalwarts Eddie
and Mitchell, keeping you up to date with what can be found on
the bar at our local pubs - and further afield. We are also on
track to getting the Vale of Belvoir CAMRA Website up to date
- many apologies for the lack of info to be found there at the
moment - we hope to get that sorted over the next few weeks.

think the branch socials will be particularly active for a while.
Unfortunately, we had to cancel our Christmas event at the
Wheatsheaf, Bingham in December as everyone was dropping
like flies, but hopefully later in 2022 things will start to move
forward as far as getting out in groups for pub visits and socials.
Last night we held our first branch meeting of the year at the
Rose & Crown, Hose. Huge thanks to them for keeping the doors
open a little later than usual for us. We can report that the beer
was in very good form, the Ossett Brewery White Rat 4% was
especially popular and very well kept.
Next month will see us at the Chestnuts, Radcliffe on Trent, for
our annual ‘out of area’ meeting, and in March our AGM is at the
Horse & Plough, Bingham. Feel free to join us - new faces are
always welcome.
That just about sums things up so, I bid you adieu, arrivederci,
TTFN.
Vale of Belvoir Diary Dates
Tuesday 1st February
Branch Meeting
8pm - The Chestnuts, Radcliffe on Trent
Tuesday 1st March
Branch AGM
8pm - The Horse and Plough, Bingham

Sooo…Eddie Fendell is back as Chairman for the branch, with
John Perry as Vice Chair and myself (Bridget Edwards) back as
Secretary - just when I thought I was out, they pull me back in!
We have a new Treasurer in Mitchell Duggan, as long-standing
Treasurer Pete Worsnop has stepped down, and Susan Dawson
has the (currently unenviable) task of Social Secretary - I don’t

Mardy Bum

Nottingham’s Lace Market
Microbrewery

A new microbrewery is joining the city’s already impressive ranks with intention to
be up and running by Spring
2022. Hatched from Nottingham’s Place to Brew homebrew club, Mardy Bum Brew
Co will be roosting within the
prestigious Cock & Hoop pub following local collabs with Totally
Brewed, Bang The Elephant, FireRock, Good Stuff Brewing, Emperors Brewery, and Brewhouse & Kitchen. ‘Place to Brew was
founded on the premise of bringing folk together to develop our
brewing skills’ reflects James Peters, club President and Mardy
Bum co-owner. ‘It was always inevitable that I’d meet others
with the same passion and similar goals…so naturally, when
the possibility of working with Salli to create our own commercial project came to light, I jumped at it. Since then and after
months of research, some location hunting and a lot of fun experimenting, we’re all but ready to go.
For Craig Sallabank or Salli, brewing commercially has got off
on a solid footing having claimed first prize in the Nottinghamshire ‘Hop Idol’ competition. ‘Yeah we knew the beer being created was high quality but seeing my Sarky Twit peppercorn witbier – made locally with Totally Brewed – on tap at the Robin
Hood Beer Festival was perhaps an early defining moment. The
feedback from both this and the recent FireRock x Mardy Bum
collab has been ridiculously positive, serving only to make us all
the more determined.
The Grade II listed Cock & Hoop in Nottingham’s historic Lace
Market boasts a reputation for both cask and keg, plus an impressive craft fridge and top drawer food. Located on top of the

Brewing a collab at Firerock
old leather tanning caves and tunnels, it’s full of history and
impressive stories but has never before had an onsite brewery.
‘We took our time looking at potential sites, from business units
to repurposed churches but the Cock & Hoop is one of our favourite drinking spots and sitting right in the city centre truly
excites us. There’s plenty of work to do but tying into such a
welcoming industry is worth every bead of sweat. The support
and generosity shown by people can’t be overstated - especially
so our Place to Brew members, Nige & Shippo of Bang The Elephant, Neil & Dan of Fire Rock Brewing, Marc of Linear Brewing, and Matt & Lucy of Good Stuff Brewing. You’re all amazing’
Expect to see this forlorn chappie perched on your pump clips
ever so soon!
It is expected that Mardy Bum beers will be available in keg and
cans to start with.

www.nottinghamcamra.org
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Pips from the Core
Latest Cider news from
Heather Stretton
Nottingham Cider Pub of the Year 2022
January is the time for nominating pubs for Nottingham Cider
Pub of the Year 2022. If you have a favourite pub for drinking
real cider / perry in, please do nominate it. If you have more
than one favourite, you can nominate more than one!
Nominations can be sent by email to cider@nottinghamcamra.
org or paper forms can be filled in at the Branch Meeting at the
Star Inn at Beeston on 27th Jan.
Any pub in our branch area is eligible as long
cider and / or perry. But what can make a
great pub? Two things that spring to mind are
ing real cider/perry, and providing information
available.

as it serves real
good pub into a
actively promotabout the drinks

essential information is your name and the name and location
of the pub(s).
However, it would be useful to have more information included,
such as:
• What ciders/perries does it sell?
• Locally-made cider/perries?
• Is the cider/perry clearly visible on the bar or on a blackboard, or is it only available “on request”?
• If it has more than one cider, are they from different makers, or all from the same one?
• How much information is available
• Are the staff helpful and able to answer any questions?
• Does it organise any cider/perry events during the year?
• What is that you like about the pub?
Nottingham Cider Club
After more than a year of delay and anticipation, the delays
being due to COVID restrictions, the inaugural meeting of the
Nottingham Cider Club was held at the Vat & Fiddle at the end
of November, 2021.
Guest speaker Rob Clough of Charnwood Cider, Leicestershire,
gave a fascinating talk about his ten years of cider making,
and answered the many questions that people posed. Rob
brought along a wide selection of his blended & single variety (made from one type of apple) bottled ciders for tasting,
which were accompanied by a variety of cheeses and fresh
baguettes; everything went down very well.
The event was a great success, and was thoroughly enjoyed by
everyone present, which included a mix of cider makers and
cider enthusiasts. Many thanks go to Louise Carlin of the Vat
& Fiddle for her help & support in making this first Nottingham
Cider Club event a reality. Everybody was pleased to meet
other cider fans, talk all things cider, and make new friends.

What do we mean by promoting? On holiday in Wales, we went
into a pub, and the only ciders I could see on the bar were a
couple of national fizzy offerings. I asked what ciders they had
on, and the barman pointed to those two, then listed a few
equally uninspiring options in bottles and then tagged on almost
as an after-thought “and we’ve got a couple of local ciders too”.
Despair turned to delight! Although they stocked real cider,
they certainly didn’t promote it. I couldn’t see it and if I hadn’t
asked, I would have not known it was there.
It is also useful if a pub provides information about its drinks.
Some of the good pubs in our branch area provide information
on the colour/style of the beers they have on, and such information about ciders is useful too. If details such as dry / medium
/sweet, and what area it is made in, are available, the customer
can make a more informed choice. One lovely pub in our area
always has 3 or 4 real ciders on, but never gives any clues about
what they are.
If you ask the bar staff, you generally get an answer along the
lines of “we’ve got two dry, one medium and one sweet”. Of
course you can make a decision based on that, but when the
cider comes, if you really like it, you will never be able to order
the same one again because you don’t know what it is or who
it’s made by. (Correspondingly of course, if you don’t like it,
you can’t avoid it in the future because you don’t know what it
is!)
Anyway, back to nominating your favourite cider pub - the only
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Nottingham Cider Club
Further events are planned for 2022, and will be eagerly awaited by all those who attended this first event, as well as those
who were unable to make this one. Cider makers from Herefordshire and South Wales, as well as other Local & Regional
makers, are in the pipeline to deliver Nottingham Cider Club
events for 2022. There may well also be one or two surprise
fun events too.
Mention must be made of and thanks to Amy Chandler & Luke
Bettison who helped in the organisation and delivery of this
event.
Cider Snippets
We understand Blue Barrel Cider moved permanently to Oakington, Cambridgeshire, over the summer and are currently
finishing off their new Cider House there.
They are still delivering to Nottingham pubs, so you will continue to see their ciders and perries around, even though they
are no longer made locally.
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On the trail of the
Elusive Mild
Thank you to Malcolm Jones for contributing this article.
Where have all the milds gone? A question increasingly asked
well before the world was put on pause by Covid-19 but, seemingly, exacerbated by it.

ther afield. Poster displays in pubs serving mild might encourage refuseniks to try it.
These suggestions are by no means exhaustive and I’m sure fellow mild lovers have many more relevant and imaginative ideas.
Overall, I see such a positive campaign as a win-win as it would
satisfy both the enthusiast and provide extra income for pubs
and breweries as they strive to rebuild after lockdown.
As John says, such an iconic beer style ‘doesn’t deserve to wither on the vine’ and, with this in mind, I look forward to the next
Mild Trail as well as searching out any sightings either side of
the trail. I agree with John, it’s a case of use it or lose it!

John Westlake’s excellent article about the decline in the availability of mild beers (ND158 – Dark Secrets) highlighted a disturbing trend that preceded lockdown. This was strongly reinforced at the recent Nottingham Beer Festival. The scarcity of
the classic mild at the festival was not only disappointing but, I
fear, yet another indicator of the beer style’s demise generally.
With more choice returning to pub bars following lockdown, it’s
instructive how few classic milds are among the options now
available. As a mild enthusiast, I was particularly looking forward to imbibing a range of brewery offerings at the otherwise excellent festival only to find my choice severely limited.
Whilst those available were most welcome - Shipstones Mild and
Grainstore Rutland Panther in particular – the overall choice was
sadly lacking.
Knowing many Nottingham Camra members share my appreciation of this dwindling beer style and the wonderful local ‘Mild
in May’ promotions of past years, I suspect the problem lies with
the overall national availability of mild rather than any decision
by the festival organisers to exclude the style. This, in turn,
reinforces the general concern that sightings of this celebrated
and distinctive beer are becoming as rare as Haley’s Comet and
that mild is, indeed, in danger of extinction.
I do understand, not everyone shares my enthusiasm particularly many of those of a younger vintage. Given mild beers
are often associated with a past time and culture, they’re not
always overly attractive to drinkers weaned on lighter, more
hoppy beers. As such, it can be off-putting for licensees to stock
the style only to see demand crash and be left with a product
they’re forced to throw away or sell at a loss. Breweries, too,
need to be mindful of demand before investing in the style or
face similar losses.
With the entire drinking industry struggling to recover from the
financial hardships of lockdown this type of added risk is, understandably, not one a lot of pubs or breweries are prepared to
take. So, how do we stimulate demand?
The aforementioned ‘Mild in May’ promotion is an obvious starting point. It highlights the style in a very graphic and public way.
It gives mild lovers a chance to slake their thirsts, introduces
the style to a potential new audience whilst offering pubs and
breweries the opportunity of extra income on the back of the
promotion. The challenge is what happens either side of May?
It’s important to keep mild current; to keep awareness of it alive
in the public consciousness. To this end, we need to keep talking about the style. The different types of mild, their individual
characteristics and, most importantly, where they can be found.
Features in regional magazines and newsletters would be of
great benefit, particularly to drinkers like myself and band of
like-minded friends (I’m sure we’re not alone) who roam far
and wide in search of good beers and pubs. The possibility of a
pint of mild is a wonderful incentive to visit. Maybe the national
body can be encouraged to talk about mild a little more, too,
especially in the ‘Beer’ magazine.
Frequent pieces in Nottingham Drinker detailing sightings and
the pubs offering the style on a fairly regular basis might encourage drinkers to seek out the beer. Perhaps ND drinkers
could be encouraged to comment on sightings and so help signpost a path to this distinctive drink. Maybe even a ‘mild officer’
similar to the local brewery reporters could detail developments
within the region as well as offering insights into availability fur-
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Breaking the Seal
Urban Legend or Science?

We all know the story, you can sup three or four pints without
having to go, but once you do, you seem to have to go again
after every half pint, yes the phenomenon known as “Breaking
The Seal”. But is there any medical fact behind it or is it just an
urban myth?
Well ND decided to research it on your behalf and after hours
and hours seeking out the facts (well ok we googled it in about
five minutes) we discovered that like many medical facts, some
say it is and others say it isn’t.
The Healthline.com web site claims that idea of breaking the
seal isn’t true - urinating after you have started drinking won’t
make you have to go any more or less in the coming hours. The
site goes on to say that experts believe it’s more of a mental
suggestion.
But hang on there is hope for those of us who believe it is a real
thing. a counter view on the joe.co.uk web site says there is science behind breaking the seal! It quotes Harley street consultant urologist Mr Marc Lanadio who explains that here is a threefold effect of alcohol on your bladder that makes breaking the
seal more than pub myth. “The first thing to understand is that
alcohol is a diuretic, which makes you want to urinate more.”
But Mr Lanadio says there is more in the science behind breaking the seal. “Drinking alcohol suppresses a hormone called vasopressin which is an anti-diuretic hormone or an ADH. ADH is
what tells your kidneys to work harder to reabsorb water. After
a time lag, the lack of ADH in your body would cause you to go
to the toilet more frequently.”
And apparently that time lag is roughly the amount of space it
takes you to drink three or four pints, as you then reach a tip-
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ping point and your body has to get rid of all that liquid. The
ABC science web site says that due to lack of ADH your body
produces more urine more frequently so for every 200ml of beer
you sup, you produce 320ml in urine (i.e. for every pint you
produce over one and a half pints of wee).
But there’s more! Marc says that “alcohol makes your bladder
more sensitive”. So not only does alcohol increase your need to
pee while suppressing the thing you need to hold your pee, it’s
also making you more aware of the fact you need to go to the
toilet.”
There is a belief that drinking water slows down the effect of
breaking the seal, but apparently that isn’t true. It is a good
idea to drink water on a night out to counter the diuretic effect
of alcohol, which leaves you dehydrated and can cause you to
wake up with a hangover.
But you are still drinking liquid so don’t expect to need the facilities any less.
More information can be found at https://www.joe.co.uk/
fitness-health/we-asked-a-doctor-if-breaking-the-seal-is-areal-thing-65693
and
http://www.abc.net.au/science/articles/2012/02/28/3441707.htm

Thats Amazing!
Unbroken since 1977, Steven Petrosino (Lt
Col USMC-Retired) chugged 1 litre of beer
in 1.3 seconds!
(Do you think he had to break the seal afterwards? - ND Editor)
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Tales from the
North

News from the Northern fringes of
our Nottingham branch area.
Andrew Ludlow reports.
Gardeners Inn, Cossall

private hire. As you would expect from Roots the new area has
been smartly furnished and boasts a wood burning stove, making it very cosy indeed.
Having an area outdoor area will certainly be of great benefit in
the summer and the ‘garage’ with its large patio doors will effectively be a covered patio.
The pub opening hours are Thur 4.00-11.00; Fri 3.00-11.00;
Sat & Sun 12.00-11.00

In the last edition of ND it was confidently predicted that an ACV (Asset of Community Value) would be
given to the Gardeners but Broxtowe Borough Council have turned
it down. In their letter, dated 12
November, Broxtowe stated that
whilst the nomination was a ‘community nomination’ and the Asset
fell within the Borough of Broxtowe
the application was rejected as it
was not realistic to think that it
would continue to be used as a pub in the next five years.
In other words as the owners have indicated that they intended
to close the pub in February the council were unwilling to grant
the pub the protection of an ACV. It is worth noting that the
Localism Act was brought into being to give protection to local
assets (such as the Gardeners) to avoid them being lost to the
community.
Former garage at Roots Emporium
Station Hotel, Hucknall. Lincoln Green brewery have confirmed
that the new mine host at the Station Hotel is David Eland, who
originally joined the staff two and a half years ago as chef. David
told ND “My aim is to take the pub to the next level, it already
has a great reputation for its range and quality of real ales and
its food menu is very popular and now the approach will be to
fine tune the two with food tasting and beer matching events
specifically with the aim of broadening the palate”.
It looks like the Station Hotel is certainly on the list of must visit
pubs in 2022.
Wellington, Eastwood It is with sadness that ND learnt that
Gini & Colin who had run the pub for many years were to leave
but even worse news was to follow when it was announced that
Gini had died after being admitted to hospital. Our thoughts are
with Colin and all those who knew Gini.

The Gardners Inn, Cossall
A formal complaint was lodged with the Council on 23 November
and this was rejected on 6 December. The letter from the Council included the following:
“I do not consider the Council’s complaints procedure as the appropriate avenue by which an unsuccessful nominator can seek
to overturn a decision not to list a property as an ACV by making
further submissions that were not contained in the nomination
itself – no right to appeal an unsuccessful nomination exists in
the Act or the Regulations for a nominator”.
It would seem that once Broxtowe Borough Council makes a
decision they do not want anyone to object and in the case of an
ACV you cannot even appeal against the decision!
Nottingham CAMRA have not however given up hope that an
ACV can be granted and further action is being planned. The
locals in the pub have set up a Facebook page ( @gardenersinn
- fundraiser to the group: SaveTheGardeners ) and they are
seeking help and support in their campaign to keep the only pub
in Cossall open.
Roots Emporium, Kimberley This very popular micro-pub has
just become bigger. The old garage at the rear has had a makeover, and along with its ‘secret’ rear garden, is now available for
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The pub is now being run by Martin Williamson and ND will be
reporting on his plans in the next edition of ND.
The White Lion Swingate has been put up for sale and its
future must be a matter of some concern. Graham & Yvonne
bought the almost derelict pub and within a short period of time
converted it into an award winning local offering great beers
and ciders. During their tenure, as mine hosts, the pub was
completely transformed and even the garden, with its marquee
and outside bar, became one of the best pubs in the Nottingham
CAMRA area.
At the time of writing Nottingham CAMRA has asked Broxtowe
Borough Council to make the pub an ACV (Asset of Community
Value), which offers it some protection against developers who
no doubt see an opportunity of developing the site for housing,
ignoring the fact that it is the only pub in Swingate.
Ginger Giraffe (micro-pub and Gin bar) Whilst Underwood is
outside the Nottingham branch area it is relatively easy to reach
(Rainbow 1 Nottingham – Alfreton service) and the micro-pub is
well worth a visit and is celebrating its fourth anniversary.
Four handpulls serve a range of changing beers with Ginger
Giraffe Golden IPA 4.2 ABV being an ever present (which I am
advised is a locally brewed ale) and there are up to six ciders
also available. The pub consists of two rooms and a front patio
styled area (partially covered) with the room on the right con-
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Ginger Giraffe, Underwood

The Go Between, Brinsley

taining the pool table and it is also available for private hire.

ruary event had been postponed and would now take place
Thursday 28 - Sunday 31 July 2022. The full update can be read
on the Centre’s website – www.johngodbercentre.co.uk

Sports TV is available and live music every Sunday and the
first Saturday of the month. Opening hours are Mon-Thur 4.0010.00; Fri 2.00-12.00; Sat & Sun 12.00-12.00.
And the name? Allegedly the owner once asked the postal delivery lady what was the strangest thing she had delivered and she
answered a Giraffe and as the owner is a red head …
The Go Between, Brinsley Gavin Hall and Justin Porter are the
new owners of Brinsley’s only micro-pub. Located behind the

Whilst the festival may therefore not take place in February ND
understands that the local pubs in Hucknall are planning to hold
an event that weekend and as information reaches ND details
will be published on the Nottingham CAMRA social media sites.
The Cricketers Rest, Kimberley – Jokes of the month
How does a train hear another train coming?
With its engineers
****************************
For sale barely used DeLorean
Only driven from time to time
****************************
I got fired from the keyboard factory today ………
It seems I wasn’t putting in enough shifts
****************************
I said to the baker “How come all your cakes are 50p and that
one is £1?

Inside The Ginger Giraffe
local fish & chip shop the Go Between is best described as compact with a good sized covered outdoor area at the front. Again
the pub is easily reached by using the Rainbow 1 Nottingham
– Alfreton service.
The micro-pub has a warm and welcoming feel to it and imbibers
are able to choose from three regularly changing ales. Recent
beers have come from Blue Monkey; Beer Mats and Oakham.
Cider drinkers are also accommodated with a selection of boxed
ciders always available.
Whilst the pub does not offer food, other than snacks, as it is
located next to an impressive fish and chip shop customers are
able to bring a take away either in the outdoor area or in the
pub.
Owners of man’s best friend will note that it is also dog friendly.
Pub opening hours are Mon-Thur 3.00-10.00; Fri & Sat 12.0010.00; Sun 12.00-8.00

He said “That’s madeira cake”
**********************************
Someone threw a bottle of Mayonnaise at me
I said “What the Hellmann?”
Jokes are provided by Victoria Braithwaite, bar tender in the
pub.
If you have any information about changes to pubs in the ‘North’
or news, please let me know and I will try to visit and feature
them in future editions. Contact andrewludlow@nottinghamcamra.org

Thats Amazing!
Mr Murali KC from India opened 68 beers
with his teeth in just 1 minute.
(Please don’t try this at home - ND Editor)

Hucknall Beer & Cider Festival
In the last edition of ND it was announced that the annual Feb-
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Cooking with Beer
and Cider

Our resident foodie, Anthony Hewitt
with more hearty food for you to
enjoy.
Hello and welcome to this first issue of the Nottingham Drinker
2022.
Hopefully you had as good a festive period as the current conditions would allow and fingers crossed there are better days
ahead.
So, down to business. As part of my alternative Christmas menu
in the last ND issue I had a Tomato and Cider Soup. While I was
finalising that recipe I also trailed two other soups, which happily passed the thumbs up test, and are now here in print for
you to cook for family and friends. Please excuse the table decorations in the photos, as they where taken during the Christmas
menu development.
An extra treat for you is a Cider Toffee and rice dessert I devised
during the first Lockdown,
As with the Christmas recipes I have only used Real Cider in
these three recipes and the soups are suitable for Lacto Vegetarians and the dessert is suitable for Lacto-Ovo-Vegetarians.
As usual I try to use only local Ciders and Real ales in my recipes.
Finally, please stay safe and well.

Method
1. Wipe the mushrooms with a damp cloth or piece of kitchen
paper and roughly chop them but keep about 2oz (50g) over to
fry and use as a garnish. The mushrooms for the garnish can
be sliced.
2. Melt the butter in a large pan with a splash of olive oil, over
a medium heat. When it starts to foam, add the leek, potato,
onion and garlic. Cook for 10 to 15 minutes or until the onion
is soft but not browned.
3. Add the chopped mushrooms and thyme and cook for another 5 minutes.
4. Pour in the stock and cider, then bring to a simmer, then
season to taste.
5. Cook on a medium heat for 12 to 15 minutes or until mushrooms and potatoes are tender.
6. Turn down the heat to low and stir in the double cream.
Season to taste if required.
7. Purée the soup until smooth using a hand blender or liquidiser.
8. Keep the soup warm on a very low heat.
9. If the pureed soup is a little thick, thin it a little with the
extra vegetable stock, till it reaches your required consistency.
10. Heat a knob of butter and a splash of olive oil in a frying pan
and sauté the saved mushrooms for about 10 minutes or until
well cooked and golden brown. Season the mushrooms with a
little black pepper.
11. Serve the soup in warm bowls with the mushrooms and
optional parsley sprinkled over.

Vegetable Soup With Cider & Apples

Creamy Mushroom & Cider Soup

Serves 4-6
Ingredients
Serves 4-6
Ingredients
20oz (500g) Mushrooms (I used an equal amount of standard
white and chestnut mushrooms)
1oz (25g) butter (plus an extra bit, for frying)
Splash of Olive Oil
1 Leek (sliced)
1 Potato (peeled and diced)
1 Red Onion (diced)
1 Garlic Cloves (crushed)
1 tsp Dried Thyme
30floz (750ml) Vegetable Stock (plus 1floz (25ml) for thinning
purposes)
10floz (250ml) dry Real Cider
4floz (100ml) Double Cream
Sea Salt and Black Pepper to taste
optional, a small bunch of parsley, finely chopped, to serve
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1 Red Onion (peeled, diced)
3-4 Carrots (peeled, diced)
2-3 Celery Sticks (sliced)
2 Potatoes (peeled, diced)
2 Eating Apples (peeled, cored, sliced)
2 tbsp Tomato Puree
2 Garlic Cloves (crushed)
½ tsp Celery Salt
1 tsp Black Pepper
½ tsp Sea Salt
½ 1sp Dried Red Chilli/Pepper Flakes (optional for heat)
3tbsp Olive Oil
1 Can Diced Tomatoes (400g) with the liquid
32 floz Vegetable Stock
16 floz Dry Real Cider
2 Bay Leaves
8oz (200g) Frozen Peas
extra Black Pepper & Sea Salt to taste
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Method

For The Filling

1. Heat the oil in a large saucepan or stockpot pot over medium heat. Add the onions, carrots and celery. Cook without
colouring, stirring frequently until the vegetables have softened
and the onions are translucent. This should take about 10 minutes.
2. Add the garlic, celery salt, black pepper, sea salt, and the
red chilli/pepper flakes. Cook, while stirring, for one minute.
3. Add the tomato puree and stir in. Pour in the canned tomatoes and their juices as well as the stock and cider. Combine all
the ingredients and cook for a further 2 minutes.
4. Add the potatoes, apples and bay leaves. Raise the heat to
medium-high and bring the soup to a boil. Partially cover the
pot with a lid, and then reduce the heat to maintain a low simmer. Stir occasionally.
5. Simmer for 20 minutes or until the potatoes, and other vegetables are tender. Add the frozen peas and cook for five more
minutes.
6. Remove the pot from the heat and remove the bay leaves.
Season to taste with more sea salt, pepper if required.
7. Serve now as a chunky soup or using a hand blender or
liquidiser, puree to a smooth finish and serve with a dash of
cream.

10 floz (250ml) Whole or Semi Skimmed Milk
3oz (75g) Long Grain Rice
4 Medium Eggs
8oz (200g) Granulated Sugar
1lb (400g) Ricotta Cheese
2 tsp Lemon Juice
1 tsp Vanilla Extract (not essence)

Cider Toffee & Rice Cheesecake

For The Cider Toffee
5 floz (125ml) Real Cider
1oz (25g) Granulated Sugar
1oz (25g) Butter
Method
1. Make the crust by crumbling the digestive biscuits in a large
bowl, making sure there are no large pieces left, then stir in the
cinnamon. Melt the butter and stir into the biscuit mixture, then
press into the bottom and up the sides of a 9 inch (20cm) loose
bottomed flan dish that’s at least 1½ - 2 inches (4 – 6 cm) deep.
The mixture will be fairly dry; that’s how it should be.
2. Make the filling by putting the milk and rice in a non stick
saucepan and simmering slowly together until thickened, and
the milk is completely absorbed. Remove the saucepan from the
heat and cool to room temperature.
3. Put the cider and sugar into a non-stick saucepan and over
a medium heat reduce by a syrup stage is achieved, lower the
heat and add the butter, stir in and simmer for a minute, remove from the heat and allow to cool slightly. Stir into the rice
mixture.
4. Preheat the oven gas mark 4, 180C. In a large bowl, whisk/
beat the eggs until foamy, then whisk/beat in the sugar until the
mixture thickens. Stir in the ricotta cheese, lemon juice, and
vanilla extract. Fold in the cooked rice mixture.
5. Spoon the rice dessert filling into the digestive crust and
bake in the middle of the oven for 50 – 55 minutes, until the
centre is firm and set.
6. Remove the dessert from the oven, cool, remove from the
flan dish and serve with sliced strawberries or raspberries, if
desired and a glass of cider of course.

Ingredients
For The Crust
6oz (150g) Digestive Biscuit
2oz (50g) Butter
½ tsp Cinnamon
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Ray’s Round
Well, it’s been a while but this
absence has been enforced by
external forces (and hopefully
the fat clown hasn’t done anything stupid by the time you
read this)
But first I’ll start with a bit of
a rant, some local pubs and
breweries seem to have forgotten, conveniently, that a 5p or
10p piece are still legal tender
and round up the price of a half
pint, whereas you might pay
£3.90 for a pint, but when you
have a half of the same beer you get charged £2 (so £4 a pint)
and then have the temerity to say ‘Happy Christmas’ while effectively stealing from you!

Royal Children, Nottingham City Centre

Anyway, quite a bit has happened since I was last here, new
openings and some changes of ownership.

The Navigation, Nottingham City Centre
beers but try popping in you won’t be disappointed.
The Good Fellow George, Canning Circus
I’ll start at Canning Circus where a new venture, The Good Fellow George, Alfreton Road, has opened in what used to be the
Overdraught, now completely independent and run by two very
keen young gentlemen. The bar, complete with its two pence
decoration, remains on the right as you enter but there are now
four raised ‘booth-style’ seats by the window with conventional
seating between there and the bar and at the back, stairs lead
to a mezzanine seating area and then up to an outdoor courtyard with further seating.
Six hand-pumps are to be found on the bar dispensing AB-InBev
Draught Bass 4.4% (brewed at Marstons) Coors Sharps Atlantic
4.2% and Lenton Lane Pale Moonlight 3.7% and up to 3 ever
changing guest beers, they have had offerings from Bristol Beer
Factory, Arbor, Buxton, Neptune and Howling Hops to name a
few. They also boast a very good craft beer selection. Another
excellent addition to the Canning Circus area and well worth a
visit

Finally it’s down to the Sneinton area for a couple of new openings.
First up is the Partizan Tavern on Manvers Street an independent
micro pub so named because of the owners support of a Serbian football club Fudbalski klub Partizan Belgrade, the walls are
decorated with various football memorabilia including a framed
collage of match tickets from Notts County and Partizan games
the owner has attended. It consists of a long narrow area housing the main bar and seating and a further small seating area
to the left as you enter, on the bar are four hand-pumps with
an ever changing range of beers from around the country of

Onwards into the city, a pub that has had a change of management and direction is the Royal Children, Castle Gate/Maid
Marian Way this has been taken on by the Pub People Company,
there have been no changes to the pub just a vast improvement
to the beers on offer.
Also, the Navigation on Wilford Street has been wrested from
the grasp of Marstons by Admiral Taverns which has resulted in
an excellent improvement in the choice of ales available.
Unfortunately I was not able to visit either establishment during
the period after Christmas to get an up to date list of current
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differing colours and strengths, a dark beer is always available.
Some to appear recently are Well Drawn 2nd Breakfast IPA
5.1% pale; Neptune Abyss 5% oatmeal stout; Bakers Dozen
Magic Potion 3.8% pale; Three Blind Mice Old Brown Mouse
4.2% brown; Two By Two Snake Eyes 4.7% pale & Blue Bee
Dollars and Cents 6.3% copper, they also have a interesting
selection of bag-in-box traditional ciders and perries. Five keg
fonts dispense a varied range of craft beers including ABK lager
and a sour beer, a large fridge contains a wide variety of cans
and bottles for consumption on or off the premises. An establishment to compliment the already excellent selection of pubs
in the Sneinton area (the King William IV [King Billy] the New
Castle, the Fox & Grapes, the brewery taps of Neon Raptor &
Liquid Light and Bunkers Hill.

Finally, I’ll finish with another addition to the above list and that
is the transformation of the Bath Inn (corner of Handel Street
and Bath Street) back into a traditional public house. The pub
has an unusual Egyptian Art Deco exterior created in the late
1920’s (the pub itself dates from around the 1820’s) and this
has influenced some of the interior. The bar is on the right as
you enter with 4 pumps dispensing Coors Sharps Doombar 4%;
Oakham JHB 3.8%; Adnams Old Ale 4.1% & Castle Rock Elsie
Mo 4.7% they also serve a craft ale from the local Neon Raptor
brewery. There is plenty of seating, to the right of the bar under
one of the front windows, a large alcove to the left of the bar,
a very large mirror on the back wall gives the impression of a
much larger space, with high stools along the wall in front of
the bar, the walls are covered with framed pictures of the local
area. There is also a mannequin of a diver hanging from the
ceiling over the right side of the bar. To the left of the entrance
are two further seating areas, one decorated in an Egyptian
style complete with a 6ft replica Tutankhamun sarcophagus and
various other artefacts, a large glass chandelier hangs from the
ceiling, the other area has a large communal table in the centre
with high tables and stools around the walls, golden Egyptian
cats sit in the windows and the walls have framed Tamara de
Lempicka artwork, there is also an upright piano for those who
fancy “knocking out a tune” So plenty to look at whilst enjoying
your beer. And the area is an easy walk from the city centre, so
what are you waiting for, get down there.
Cheers for now, Ray

Thats Amazing!
The Angel in Nottingham’s most famous
(or infamous) regular was the 18th Century Highwayman Dick Turpin.
Bath Inn, Sneinton
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Brewery News
News from our local Breweries
News from Blue Monkey
Ian Wesley writes...
In these worrying and unpredictable times, we are still able to
report GOOD NEWS.
At its Annual Midlands Beer
Awards, SIBA (Society of Independent Brewers) handed us the
following prestigious awards;
Overall Midlands Champion
BRONZE for our Guerrilla Chocolate Amaretto 4.9% Stout.
Cask Premium Pale Ale 4.4% to 5.4%
SILVER for our best selling Infinity IPA 4.6%.

News from Lincoln Green
Anthony Hughes writes...
At the time of writing, it’s that
strange point between Christmas
and New Year – ‘Christmastide’
perhaps, or my personal favourite
‘Twixtmas’…. Not that it’s been a
normal festive period for the trade
of course – Omicron and Boris’s
Plan B certainly led to a more subdued trading period than we might
have hoped for. Still, it’s better than
last year (at least we were open!)
and, with each passing variant, we
can but hope that we’re reaching a
point when old ‘Rona isn’t as dangerous as it once was.
January should see our second advert on Greatest Hits Radio,
promoting the benefits of the Lincoln Green Loyalty Card. Playing out from Monday 10th January 2022, you should be able to
hear it pretty frequently if you tune into the East Midlands band.
On the beer front, our specials for January, February and March
are as follows:

Cask IPA 5.5% to 6.4
GOLD for Infinity Plus 1 at 5.6%.
Cask Speciality Mid to Dark Ales
GOLD for Guerrilla Chocolate Amaretto 4.9%.
Best Bottled and Canned Ales IPA category
GOLD for Infinity Plus 1 at 5.6%.
Bottled speciality Mid to Dark Beers
SILVER for Guerrilla Chocolate Amaretto 4.9%.
So, well done to our brilliant Brewery team for all their hard
work in producing these great beers and always in perfect condition.
And, of course, all of these beers are available in our own ORGAN GRINDERS and many other good pubs around our region
and beyond.
Bottled beers can be picked up from our brewery shop, other
bottle shops and you can order online directly from the brewery,
http://www.bluemonkeybrewery.com.
With the help of Rishi’s Bounce back loans, we have been able
to invest in a new state of the art TRIAL BREW KIT so watch out
for some exciting new brews arriving in our pubs over the next
few weeks and months.
Now … we need your help please!
Our BLUE MONKEY LAGER is an excellent brew with a very boring name!
We have decided not to use any of our monkey related names
but we are now looking for your ideas to raise the profile and
allow more drinkers to enjoy this cracking lager. Please send
suggestions to sales@bluemonkeybrewery.com . Please subject
all answers with LAGER and your name and contact details.
We can’t offer an amazing prize for the name we choose but
maybe a free night out in one of our pubs will suffice!
Here’s looking forward to a happy and healthy New Year.
Take care and stay safe,
Ian and the team at BLUE MONKEY
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January 2022: ‘DIPPER’ - Style- Dough nut beer 5.0%, Made
with real Jam Doughnuts, Huell Melon and Cluster, it’s a dark
fruit hop flavoured beer. EBU’s- 30 EBC-15
February 2022: ‘SILVERHILL’ - Style- Pilsner 4.5%, Crisp
Floral refreshing Pilsner, Magnum, Brewers Gold Hops EBU’s-20
EBC-7.
March 2022: ‘DETONATOR’ - Style- Mango IPA 5.5%, Fresh
mango puree and juice combine with US Idaho 7 and Azacca
hops sitting on a base of Maris Otter, Torrefied Wheat and Flaked
Oats EBU’s-20 EBC-7.
Down at our pubs, please take note that we’re planning to close
for Monday 10th January 2022, to provide our teams with a
well-deserved Christmas celebration. It’s also worth bearing in
mind that our open hours may be a little haphazard in January as Omicron does it’s best to send people into self-isolation;
please keep an eye open on our Facebook pages for updates if
we’re too short staffed to trade our normal hours.
So 2021, you were a little better than 2020 – let’s hope that
2022 shows further improvement – and may this copy of the
Nottingham Drinker find you in a Lincoln Green pub with a pint
of our beer in your hand! Happy New Year everyone!

Thats Amazing!
In 2018 Brewhouse and Kitchen broke the
world record for the largest beer tasting in
the world.
At 7pm on Thursday 29th November 1264
people, across 21 sites, simultaneously
consumed 3 of their craft beers at the same
time.
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News from Castle Rock
Liv Auckland writes...
Greetings, all!
We hope you had an enjoyable
Christmas and were able to spend
some time with loved ones.
Despite the continued pandemic
turmoil, we managed to finish the
year on a high with three wins at
the SIBA Regional Bottle & Can
Beer Awards: Gold for Oatmeal
Stout (British Dark Beers 4.5-6.4%), Silver for Passion Fruit
Sour (Sours/Spontaneous) and Bronze for Session (Session
IPA). A huge well done to our brewing team who continue to
amaze us with their passion and skill.
Since our last update, we’ve brewed Chocolate Orange Stout in
can, using organic cacao nibs and dried orange peel. We also rebrewed SIPA: Mosaic in can, a crushable pale with juicy mango
flavours, which will be followed by a new NEIPA in keg and can.
We also made our first drop of Oatmeal Stout in cask this January. Please send us your feedback as always – we have exciting
plans for this beer!
Cosmic Dancer, our last in the dry hop pale range of 2021, flew
out of the brewery in record time. By the time you read this, it’s
successors will be pouring – Babooshka at 3.4% and In Between
Days at 4.5%. As always, they’ll be available in cask only with
recipes focussed on hop exploration.
Seasonal favourite Crafty Flanker is back for the 6 Nations, as
we brew up the last of Midnight Owl until Autumn.

On the pub side, we all know that this Christmas didn’t bring
the same level of trade as we would normally see. We continue
to fight hard to make our voices heard and protect pubs as we
enter into probably the driest spell yet. Our annual “My Local Is”
campaign is back, encouraging discussion of why pubs matter
and what they bring to our lives. Use the hashtag #MyLocalIs
on social media to tell us what pubs mean to you, and you
could win two Yard Party tickets and a £50 gift card. Visit our
website for full info. Remember, this campaign is about pubs
everywhere, so spread the word!
Don’t forget that the Castle Rock Collective, our new loyalty
scheme, is in full swing. You can collect points as you spend in
our pubs, with double points on Castle Rock beers and special
deals popping up throughout the months ahead. These are exclusive for Collective members, so make sure to ask for your
card at the bar on your next visit.
We have also announced the dates for our Yard Party: Friday
20th and Saturday 21st May 2022. Get your tickets at gigantic.
com and join us for two days of great beer, great food, great
music, and…finally…some really great times.
Last but not least – in 2022 we are celebrating 20 years of partnership with the Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust. Our unlikely
friendship has helped raise over £130,000 for the charity. We’ll
be celebrating by brewing up a very special collab, hosting a
special event, auctioning off original artwork from the Natural
Selection Beers (remember those?!) and working hard to take
action together for the natural world and our planet.
Keep up to date between Drinkers on our social media platforms
and website. Stay safe and we’ll see you at the pub!
Team CRB
#MyLocalIs

It’s exciting to see the Pilot Project taking shape as a permanent
fixture in the Old Cold Store. The first brews are fermenting as
we write this. Keep an eye on announcements – soon you’ll be
able to brew your own beer on the kit as part of our new events
offering at the Vat.
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News from Lenton Lane
Jack Winter writes...

News from Magpie
Bob Douglas writes...

Hey Folks,

Well what a year! Let’s hope that
2022 sees some (well massive)
improvement. As I write, we are
still waiting with bated breath to
see how the omicron variant progresses, let’s hope that it doesn’t.

Well what a year 2021 was for us!
Our first appearance at our home
festival, which was an absolute triumph of an event thanks to all of
those involved behind the scenes.
It has also marked our busiest year
to date with a lot of well received
beer going out the door - I’d just
like to thank all of our customers,
both trade & domestic, for their unwavering support during the
last 18 months.
I think this may be the first time I have written for the drinker
since Scott Kenyon joined our small but passionate team. He
certainly knows a thing or two about beer and he’s always happy to talk about all things Lenton Lane so please make sure you
say hello to him when you see him out and about.
We have a lot of things to be excited about in the next few
months including our 200L trial kit which is finally being commissioned - look out for some weird and wonderful things from
us later this year including an imperial stout or three!

We had a busy time of it leading up to Christmas with home
deliveries and posting out gift hampers, keep-ing us going.
This slightly compensating for the quiet Christmas and new
years in the pubs!
In the new year we have a few beers making a return with
BAKER’S PALE our beer made with surplus bread being back in
cask and can, and ONE FOR SORROW Oatmeal Stout in cask
and bottle for the first time.
Also look out for another Wanderlust hop forward beer, TRAILHOUND, a big resinous Simcoe hopped pale.
I think that’s all for news so I’ll finish by thanking all our customers for your support over the past year and wishing readers all the best for 2022.

News from Navigation
Paul Bordes writes...

We are also looking to increase brewing capacity later this year
as our Pale Moonlight seems to be a constant feature on the
brew schedule.

Hi all,
Well this year has certainly been a
challenging one for all of us in the
industry and I think we can all give
ourselves a pat on the back for
hanging on tight.

Finally, we will be pushing the boat out in 2022, with more specials than we’ve done in previous years so watch this space!
Cheers,

We also want to take a minute to
thank all of the people who have
supported us in these tough times.
Your help has been priceless !

Jack x

With 2022 around the corner,
we’re looking forward to carrying
on brewing award-winning beers,
we’re hoping for a less tumultuous time and we’re wishing you
all a happy new year.
In terms of what is happening at the brewery, our seasonal
golden ale Splendor will shortly make its come back ... but we
also have some exciting projects happening on our experimental kit. Expect to see some wild yeast beers, imperial stouts,
sours, and potentially aged ales.
We are also looking forward to developing our first gluten-free
beer, which we are working on at the moment. This is especially
important to us as one of our brewers has an intolerance to
gluten, and it gives him an excuse to not have a drink with the
rest of us.
That being said, do not worry if you’re a cask ale lover, as this is
our main focus ! This is an everchanging industry, and we have
to open up to new horizons, but we’ll always have some lovely
cask milds and bitters on the way for you, and some cracking
pales too.
Finally we are planning to do a little something for our 1Oth
anniversary in April, with new brews just for the occasion and
maybe a cake ... but details will come closer to the date, so
watch this space.
All the best,
Paul Bordes
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New Micro Pub

Winchester goes up in the World
Located at the foot of Winchester Street just two doors up on
the left from the traffic light junction with Mansfield Road, the
Winchester is Sherwood’s latest watering hole, a stylish micropub describing itself as a ‘Terrace Bar Venue’ and located on the
first floor to the rear of the Sherwood Business Centre.
Accessed via an external metal stairway, it has been built into
a space between two existing buildings occupied by the Centre
and is fronted by a pleasant, well furnished terrace, which will
no doubt become a popular spot in the summer months.
Behind the mainly glass frontage is a nicely decorated, high
ceilinged room with comfortable seating for twenty or so patrons, several large pot plants and an oriental themed far wall
with faux roof projections mounted on rustic brickwork and
separated by a model of a dragon seemingly emerging from a
fluffy cloud!
On the occasion of this visit there was also an ageing DJ with
a twin deck spinning modern jazz numbers, which may not be
to everyone’s taste, whereas the two handpumped cask beers
on offer hopefully will be. Both currently from the ever reliable
Welbeck Brewery but likely to be changed on a regular basis.
They also offer a range of craft gins and a surprisingly extensive
wine list, as described in the glossy drinks menus displayed on
each table.
For the time being the Winchester is only open Thursday to
Saturday from 6pm to midnight, but it is likely these hours will
be extended in the coming months. Either way, it is a welcome
addition to the local real ale scene.

Winchester, Sherwood
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A Scruffy little
backstreet Boozer

Landlord Harry Burton reminisces
over his time behind the bar at what
was one of our most popular, awardwinning locals

great suspicion by most landlords. They were perceived to be
noisy, unruly and potential trouble-makers, unable to hold their
drink and ignorant of the etiquette of the public house. Most
licensees were aged 50 and over. I was unusually young as a
landlord for those times and still in touch with this unappreciated audience. I’d found my niche.
My wife, Eileen, was kept busy caring for two (later three) small
children so most of the workload fell on me. Fortunately, I had
the necessary DIY skills and so I set to, with paint and wallpaper
and a lot of elbow grease to make a more homely and welcoming space. We had an ageing BAL-AMi juke box which held 100
45” singles and that played a major part in my plans. Out went
Jim Reeves and Max Bygraves, replaced by the more popular
music of the day: Stones; Beatles; Rod Stewart and Motown,
never over- loud, just enough to create the atmosphere I wanted. Slowly I built up my new customer base, I opened up the
closed rooms and put in pin- tables and later, video games. The
toilet block was cleaned up and turned from a cold and spidery
place of last resort into a brightly lit and painted convenience.
Outside, the two front gardens were transformed from cabbage
patch (literally!) to grassy children’s playground. We had two
consecutive long hot summers, 1975 and 1976, and my investment in the garden paid off.
Kimberley at this time was expanding, with affordable housing
being built on what had been gardens and fields between the
brewery and Watnall, bringing new people, many professionals
with young families, into our town. They came to our pub and
found a welcome, teachers, lecturers and social workers assimilating with the local miners, factory and brewery workers with
their ferrets and allotments, each learning something from the
other in the companionship of the public bar.

On Tuesday 10th of March 1970, aged 29 and married with 2
young children, a rather bewildered but highly optimistic young
man stepped into the unknown as the tenant landlord of what
a friend quite fairly described as: “a scruffy little back-street Hard work and enthusiasm helped us to establish men’s and
boozer”. The pub was the Nelson and Railway Hotel on Stawomen’s darts and dominoes teams along with long-alley skittion Road Kimberley just across the street from
tles, soccer and cricket teams, and a fishing
what was then Hardy’s and Hanson’s Kimberclub. I was involved in the formation of a local
‘I was unusually
ley Brewery and the optimist was myself, Harry
quiz league in which we entered two teams, all
young as a landlord
Burton. Now, almost 50 years later, here I am
combining to bring local people together in a
for those times and
looking back and wondering where all those
true community pub. In 1974 I introduced what
years have gone.
was to become a major Kimberley attraction,
still in touch with
the Kimberley Pram Race. From small beginthis unappreciated
The pub’s history goes back at least to the early
nings over the next 25 years under the stewaudience. I’d found
1700’s when it was recorded as ‘The Pelican’
ardship of Mick Hartshorn, this event brought
my niche.’
and I have drawings showing a brewhouse in
thousands of visitors into Kimberley and raised
what is now the car park. A farm which brewed
over £100,000 for local charities. In 1990, in
for its workers and sold off the surplus was a
another pub project, my wife Patricia and a
common origin of many country pubs, not dissimilar from tofriend, the late Jane Sharp, formed The Nelson Players to proday’s micro-pubs, which are filling the gap left by the closure of duce an amazing Christmas pantomime which became an anwhat used to be the community ‘local’. Sometime later a daily
nual event, playing to sell-out houses in the church hall for the
horse drawn coach service from Nottingham to Manchester and
next eight years.
Liverpool via Matlock was inaugurated whose route took it by
the front door of the Pelican. The coach was named the ‘Lord
Spare rooms upstairs were re-furnished to became the basis of
Nelson’ and the Pelican became the Lord Nelson Coaching Inn.
what eventually became an en-suite hotel. Always seeking fresh
With the coming of the two railways which passed within a few ideas to develop and improve the business, in 1980 we were the
yards of the pub in the 19th century, the description ‘Railway first local pub to introduce pub food catering. We extended our
Hotel’ was added giving it it’s full present name: The Nelson
range of real ales and often featured in our local CAMRA guide
and Railway Inn. (I changed ‘Hotel’ to ‘Inn’, believing it sounded becoming it’s first ‘Pub of the Month’ in 1978 and again in 1987.
more traditional!)
The list goes on, but my health suffered and in 2000 my son,
Mick, came into partnership with me and took on the job for the
However, in 1970 it really did fit my friend’s description. It was next 20 years.
basically one room, the public bar, a cold, uninviting space, the
bare magnolia painted walls lit by the flickering buzz of neon
tubes on the tobacco brown ceiling. The only decoration a lumpy
dartboard over the small open fireplace which was itself the only
source of heating.
Kimberley in 1970 had its brewery, Blanchard’s Bakery, and
Wolsey Hosiery factory but was still a mining town. With many
small pits dotted around us, many of our customers were miners. There were four well established and prosperous pubs in
the town centre, with popular tenant licensees each with a loyal
clientele of regulars. We all sold the same beers at the same,
brewery-controlled, prices. A pint of bitter two shillings (10p) or
mild ale tuppence cheaper, no other choice of draught beers. So
where were my customers to come from?
Young people at the time (anyone under 25) were regarded with
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effect of the takeover. We still had some years of our existing
tenancy agreement to run and our new owners gave us a much
wider range of guest beers to choose from. This helped to soften
the blow of the loss of our local ales, which we had been drinking for most of our lives and the brewery workers, especially
the draymen, that amazing group of men who had filled our pub
with their banter and laughter for so many years.
However, when the time came to re-negotiate a new agreement, we realised that the playing field had changed. Without
going into all the gory details, the bottom line was that the
brewery wanted a much larger slice of the profits. Their rationale was that we would be compensated by cheaper costs
but when they insisted on access to our annual profit and loss
accounts, we should have realised that the ball was over. If we
had walked then we would have saved ourselves a lot of worry
and the thousands of pounds we put into what was the inevitable ending. In June 1919 we gave the brewery six months’
notice to quit.
Nelson & Railway Today
Over my 30 years as landlord my customer base had aged
alongside me. Youngsters were always made welcome but we
also developed an older following with real ale and a traditional
choice of food in the kitchen. This was part of the huge shift in
the function of the public house that those years had seen. The
pub is no longer the only place to go to meet your friends and
socialise, darts and dominoes, skittles and the card school are
mostly history. My son put his own mark on the business just as
I had done. He developed the hotel to give us 12 en-suite bedrooms, a facility which eventually replaced the dwindling beer
market as our main source of income.
The major upheaval came in 2006 when, with little warning,
Kimberley brewery followed in the footsteps of all the other local
brewers by being sold. The new owners promptly closed down
the brewery, another blow to the local economy still coping with
the loss of most of the mining industry. At first we felt little

CAMRA’s 50th Year
Anniversary Golden Awards

As part of its 50 year anniversary
celebrations
CAMRA has made a series
of awards to recognise
people, groups of people or
businesses that have made
a significant contribution to
CAMRA’s aims, helping us
get the Campaign to where
we it is today.
The awards are aimed at
CAMRA’s campaigning heroes, the pub/club all stars,
beer saviours/custodians
and stalwarts both in our midst, or those who are no longer
with us. To celebrate these successes, awards have been given
in three categories: Pubs, Pints, and People.
Under the people category a 50th Anniversary Roll of Honour
was first created for those who were nominated posthumously
and this list included a legendary Nottingham personality who
would have been known to most of you - Peter “Spyke” Golding.
This was awarded “In recognition of his service to Nottingham
branch, contribution to Nottinghamshire Drinker, championing
of ‘PUBlic’ transport, and being full of mischief.”
In January 2022 awards were announced for individuals – or
groups of individuals – who have made a significant contribution
to the achievement of our campaigning aims in the 50 years
since CAMRA was founded.

As I write, two months after our leaving, the pub is in temporary
management awaiting new masters. The bulldozers are at work
on the old brewery site and I think that is probably the reason
for our leaving. Once again, a major shift in the old pub’s role
will turn it into a
much larger hotel and restaurant, with just a small area for
drinkers! This seems inevitable. The farms and the stagecoaches have gone. The pits, the railways, the factories too. The
brewery itself has gone. I bet the locals played hell when the
railway came to town (“noisy boggers fraitnin’ th’osses”)! But as
long as there are some of us who like to get together and talk
over a drink or two, we’ll find somewhere to do it, maybe a nice
back-street boozer.
So it was that, on a cold December morning in 2019, I walked
across the car park of the Nelson and Railway Inn for the last
time, turning to look back and reflect on almost 50 years, a lifetime of work and play. My love affair with a scruffy little backstreet boozer was over.
Andrew Ludlow, our long standing branch Secretary was deservedly nominated for his massive contributions to Nottingham
Branch and CAMRA overall. Andrew has been involved with Nottingham Branch since its inception over 45 years ago and for
much of that time has served as either Branch Chairman or
Secretary. He has contributed to the success of the branch in
so many ways, most recently pioneering the Back to the Pub
and Adopt a Pub campaign as well as paying a major part in
the running of our beer festivals going right back to the very
first one. He, of course, continues to be a regular contibutor
to Nottingham Drinker with “Tales From The North” amongst
numerous articles.
The second recipient of the award with local connections is
Frances Lock, whose long standing contribution to CAMRA has
been more of a national one in her difficult role of overseeing the business plans and budgets of all CAMRA beer festivals
across the country. A task she has dilligently undertaken for
several decades.
Finally, the third nomination, and a total surprise to us, was
an award to the whole Nottingham Branch of CAMRA, the only
award to go to a CAMRA branch. We can only assume that this
was in recognition of the numerous initiatives we have pioneered over the years such as the LocAle Campaign as well as
the awrds given to Nottingham Drinker and our very succesful beer festivals which have raised hundreds of thousands of
pounds for CAMRA over more than forty years. We are also,
by far, the branch with the largest membership in the country depite covering a very tight geographical area. Nottingham
Branch was also responsible for establishing five of our neighbouring branches.
Nottingham Drinker congratulates all of the recipients on this
well earned recognition

We are very pleased to report that out of just six East Midlands
nominations three had very local connections.
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Happy Hour
PUB QUIZ
There is no quiz this issue, due to the Christmas and New Year
holidays. It will be back next issue.

Where’s Wally?
After a couple of pints of Harvest Pale in the airside bar then
a short hop and landing, Wally has picked up his sky-blue
coloured Liberation passport.
So, Where’s Wally? The local Liberation Brewery have a
passport Ale Trail. Amongst their destinations are pubs in St
Aubin, St Brelade, St Clement, St Lawrence, St Martin, St
Mary, St Ouen and St Saviour, now he’s here in this more
well-known saintly named town. Where’s Wally?
If you know where Wally was, e-mail us at competitions@
nottinghamcamra.org letting us know where Wally is by
Monday 21st February 2022, add your name and address and
the first out of the bag gets the prize.

Answers from the quiz ND159
From the Waggon & Horses at Redhill.
1, The TV programme ‘Frost’ is set in Denton.
2, Petra was the dog who appeared more than 1000 times
on Blue Peter.
3, In ‘Birds of a Feather’ Dorien was played by Leslie
Joseph.
4, Bernie loaded the bolt in the ‘Golden Shot’ TV series.
5, Prince Charles represent England at Polo,
6, There are 7 players in a Water Polo team.
7, A Golden Ferre is a shot in golf.
8, The parents of Zachary Jackson Levon are Elton John
and David Furnish.
9, Charlotte Church entered the classical music charts as a
12-year old.
10, Combine Harvester by the Wurzels begins with the
words: ‘I drove my tractor through your haystack last
night’
11, The film ‘Grease’ is set the 1950’s.
12, Hugh Grant played William Thacker in Notting Hill.
13, Woody is kidnapped in Toy Story 2.
14, The first Beatles film was A Hard Day’s Night.
15, The 7 people made a total of 21 handshakes.

PUBWORD CLUES
ACROSS
1. Stragglethorpe pub with the Rest in Bagthorpe (9)
5. Maritime named beer from Scottish micro-brewer Jaw Brew
(4)
8. “Tight _ _ _ _” former bottled beer from Ashbourne, not to
be confused with 9 Down! (4)
10. Take the flipping Greening away from a Suffolk brewer (2)
12. Smith & _ _ _ _ _ ; pub chain and once owners of the
Samuel Hall in Sherwood (5)
13. Town in Nottinghamshire (10)
15. Something to go with your pie in the pub (4)
16. Part of the plant where the hop comes from (5)
18. Canned beer from Shipyard, not the kind of fruit associated
with beer (5)
20. Proper beer from St Austell brewery (3)
21 Small measure of whisky (3)
22. Home of Brewski, Poppels, Stigbergets and Tempel
breweries. (6)
24. See 16 Down (5)
DOWN
2. (6 Down and 12 Down) PUBWORD
3. See 23 Down (5)
4. The night before the morning after (3)
5. Sugary liquid extracted from the mash in brewing (4)
6. PUBWORD see 2 Down (3)
7. Award winning beer from Fullers (1,1,1)
9. Merseyside micro-brewer from Bootle founded in 2013 (6)
10. You may need this room at the bar (5)
11. Military sounding Independent London brewer founded in
2009 (6)
12 PUBWORD see 2 Down (6)
14. A Sweet beer to drown your football sorrows (1,1)
17 (and 24 Across) Real Ale supporting former Wandsworth
brewery chairman (4,5)
19 You would have paid for your beer with this in pre-decimal
times (1,1,1)
23 (and 3 Down) maybe a sign seen in the pub “_ _ Smoking _
_ _ _ _ _” (2 – 6)

Where was Wally in ND159?

In the last issue, Wally was in Edinburgh.
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Pub
Poser

Can you name
this pub?
No Prizes, just a
challenge!
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The Beer Lottery
Just Got Worse

When buying beers, either in the pub or in shops, supermarkets
or online we are placed with a dilemma. We are faced with a
vast array of brews, from dozens of apparently different breweries which appear to come from not only the UK but Europe
and the far reaches of the world. Apart from big brand names
and the relative few we have tried before, how do we tell them
apart, and more critically where they are really from?
Many people, myself very much included, like to buy beers from
the many small independent brewers, particularly local but, for
variety, also the rest of the UK and further afield. I am not keen
to give the multi-national companies my business, after all they
have often closed down numerous local and regional breweries,
and I want to firmly support the independents.
But this isn’t as easy as it may sound as the multi-nationals
have bought up, and often closed, many of the independent
breweries to obtain their “craft” name or in some cases have
invented new “craft-sounding” brewery names to hide where
they really come from. Of course, you cannot tell from bottle or
can labels who really owns the beer inside.
It would take several pages of Nottingham Drinker, and take
many hours of research to provide a complete list of who owns
what (for example I took a look at the Heineken web site www.
theheinekencompany.com/our-brands and could find no mention that they own John Smith’s!). But here are just a few of
many, many examples of who owns or has a significant stake
in which brews;
AB inBev - Bass (brewed by Marstons), Camden Town, Goose
Island, Corona, Stella Artois, Becks, Hoegaarden, Leffe, Budweiser

But the confusion just got worse in 2020 when Marstons entered into a joint venture with Carlsberg to create “Carlsberg
Marston’s Brewing Company which saw Marston’s hand over the
keys to it’s beer business and instead become “a focused pub
operator” for the first time in its long history. Carlsberg have a
majority 60% stake in the new venture.
So that means you can add the following “brands” to Carlsberg above - Jennings, Banks, Ringwood, Wychwood, Mansfield,
Wainwright, Bombardier, McEwans, Brakspear, Shipyard, Revisionist, Lancaster Bomber, Youngs, Eagle, Courage, DE14.
So how do you fight your way out of this bewildering maze if you
prefer to just buy beer from the independents? Well one easy
way is to only buy beer from Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire
breweries, which are all independent. So, look out for amongst
others, Black Iris, Totally Brewed, Nottingham Brewery, Lincoln
Green, Navigation, Lenton Lane, Blue Monkey, Castle Rock,
Shipstones/Hollow Stone, Magpie, Angel Microbrewery, Liquid
Light, Fish Key, Flipside, Full Mash, Neon Raptor, Lazy Bay, Reality all brewed within Nottingham CAMRA branch area.
For the UK as a whole SIBA (The Society of Independent Brewers) have launched a campaign with the message ‘Support
small breweries, buy independent craft beer’, that asks people
to support the future of small breweries by opting for independent craft beer.
Their ‘Assured Independent British Craft Brewer’ seal is used by
hundreds of independent breweries across the UK and administered by the Society of Independent Brewers.
The seal can be found on beer bottles, cans and pump clips, and
wherever you see the seal you can be assured the beer is made
by a truly independent, relatively small craft brewery who use
the finest ingredients and brew their beers for maximum flavour
and quality.

Lion/Kirin - Fourpure, Magic Rock, Little Creatures, Brooklyn

They say “whether you are buying beer in the supermarket, an
independent beer shop or online look for the ‘Assured Independent British Craft Brewer’ seal and you can be sure the beer is
the real deal.”

Heineken – John Smiths, Beavertown, Lagunitas, Brixton,
Amstel, Affligem, Zywiec, Newcastle Brown, Tiger Beer, Birra
Moretti, Murphys, Red Stripe, Kingfisher, Sol, Mort Subite

SIBA assure us that beers which carry the seal will never be
produced on a mass scale by a Global lager giant, or secretly
owned by one of the big beer companies.

Asahi - Fullers, Dark Star, Peroni, Grolsch

Carlsberg - London Fields, Baltika, Grimbergen, 1664, Holsten,
Kronenbourg, Staropramen, Tetleys, Tuborg

Spread the Word

Love it or loathe it, Marmite is a quintessentially British
foodstuff wholly dependent upon the production of beer.
John Westlake decided to investigate its origins.
Marmite was invented in this country at the end of the 19th century by a German scientist, Justus von Liebig, who discovered
that brewer’s yeast could be concentrated, bottled and eaten.
In 1902 the Marmite Food Extract Company was established in
Burton upon Trent, an ideal location given the town’s concentration of major breweries, with Bass supplying the required
amounts of yeast from the surplus naturally generated during
the process of beer fermentation.
Named after a French, pot-belly shaped, earthenware casserole
dish as displayed on the label to this day, the product enjoyed
such popularity that a second factory was opened at Vauxhall,
London in 1907 and continued to help supply the market until
1967. It is even claimed that Marmite helped Britain to victory
in the Great War (WWI), as it was included as part of the soldiers’ rations in order to help fend off beriberi, a disease caused
by a deficiency of something in which the spread is rich: vitamin
B. During the 1930s it was also used to successfully treat a form
of anaemia among mill workers in Bombay due to its folic acid
content.
Although the precise manufacturing process is a closely guard-

ed secret, yeast extract is made by adding salt to a suspension
of yeast, which causes the cells to shrink, thus triggering autolysis in which the yeast cells self-destruct. The dying cells are
then heated and de-husked in order to remove the thick outer
wall and small quantities of vegetable, spice and celery extracts
added to create the final product. Initially sold in earthenware
pots until the 1920s, these were replaced by the distinctive,
dark glass jars, which are manufactured in Germany.
In 1960 the company became a subsidiary of Bovril and today
forms part of the global Unilever empire.
Interestingly, Marmite is also manufactured under licence in New
Zealand, albeit to a slightly different recipe, where they supply
Australasia and the Pacific region, but neither version should be
confused with the Aussie Vegemite, which most Marmite aficionados would consider to be a very pale imitation.
Most commonly considered a breakfast item to be spread thinly
on warm, buttered toast, Marmite can also be excellent as an
addition to stews, casseroles and gravies in order to give extra
body and to enhance the umami taste by virtue of its glutamate
content. It can also be consumed dissolved in hot water as a
drink and also goes especially well with cheese. Try it lightly
spread beneath the cheese layer the next time you make Welsh
rarebit and if you are not already a Marmite fan, it just might
convert you. Oh, and keep drinking beer or we might run out
altogether!
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Diary & Events
Nottingham

Branch Meetings
February: Thursday 24th, from 8pm, Trent Bridge Inn. All
welcome including non-members.
March: Thursday 31st, from 8pm, venue to be confirmed
Committee Meetings
February: Thursday 10th, from 7.45pm, The Barley Twist
March: Thursday 10th, from 7.45pm, venue TBC
Festivals
11th - 12th March 2022
THE 6 NATIONS BEER FESTIVAL at Nottingham Rugby
Friday 11 March 2022.
Doors open 5 pm to 11 pm
Saturday 12 March 2022.
Doors open 12 Midday to 11 pm
Nottingham Rugby,
1 Holme Road, Lady Bay,
West Bridgford,
Nottingham. NG2 5AA
Socials
Eastwood Trip - Saturday 5th February - Start 1PM from
Gamekeepers. Buses from Nottingham run regularly from
the Victoria Bus Station. From Eastwood pubs we’ll move to
Eastwood Hilltop, Giltbrook and Kimberley.
Canning Circus Crawl - Friday 4th March - Start 5PM from
the Organ Grinder.

Scrapbook Scran
Quick, simple, easy recipes using no more than 5 ingredients, and taking no more than 30 mins to prep and cook.
Ideal for after the pub!
Thanks to Rae Green for the ideas.
Teriyaki Pork Meatballs.
Pork meatballs can be substituted for beef/chicken or veggie/vegan.
Ingredients
250g pack of dried ( or fresh) medium egg noodles,
cooked according to pack instructions.
12 fresh meatballs
300g pak Choi
6/8 tablespoons Teriyaki sauce
2 tablespoons cooking oil
Method
1. Heat oil in frying pan or wok.
2. Fry meatballs on low for 6 minutes, turning occasionally.
3. Quarter pak choi and add to pan. Cook for 4 minutes.
4. Stir in the teriyaki sauce, coating everything evenly.
5. Toss prepared noodles through the meatball mix.
6. Serve.

Useful Nottingham Drinker Information
EDITORIAL ADDRESS
Mark Giles, Nottingham Drinker, 417 Victoria Centre, Nottingham, NG1
3PA
Tel: 07708 949937 (NB: Not for subscriptions)
E-mail: markgiles@nottinghamcamra.org

NOTTINGHAM DRINKER ADVERTISING
Advertise your Pub/Venue/Special Event
The Nottingham Drinker is issued every 2 month and distributed to
pubs, clubs and other outlets throughout Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire
and Leicestershire.

REGISTRATION
Nottingham Drinker is registered as a newsletter with the British Library. ISSN No1369-4235

Advertising rates from £30+VAT to £450+VAT for a full page.

DISCLAIMER
ND, Nottingham CAMRA and CAMRA Ltd accept no responsibility for
errors that may occur within this publication, and the views expressed
are those of their individual authors and not necessarily endorsed by
the editor, Nottingham CAMRA or CAMRA Ltd
SUBSCRIPTION
ND offers a mail order subscription service. If you wish to be included
on our mailing list for one year’s subscription please send either:
1st Class - Fourteen 1st Class stamps OR a cheque for £11.34
2nd Class - Fifteen 2nd Class stamps OR a cheque for £9.54
To: Nottingham Drinker, 15 Rockwood Crescent, Hucknall,
Nottinghamshire NG15 6PW
Nottingham Drinker is published bimonthly.
Contact: 07775 603091 or: andrewludlow@nottinghamcamra.org
USEFUL ADDRESSES
For complaints about short measure pints etc contact:
Citizens Advice consumer helpline: 03454 040506
Textphone: 18001 03454 04 05 06
Monday to Friday, 9am to 5pm
The helpline adviser can:
•
give you practical and impartial advice on how to resolve your
consumer problem
•
tell you the law which applies to your situation
•
pass information about complaints on to Trading Standards
(you can’t do this yourself)
For comments, complaints or objections about pub alterations etc, or if
you wish to inspect plans for proposed pub developments contact the
local authority planning departments. Nottingham City’s is at Exchange
Buildings, Smithy Row or at: www.nottinghamcity.gov.uk
If you wish to complain about deceptive advertising, eg. passing nitrokeg smooth flow beer off as real ale, pubs displaying signs suggesting
real ales are on sale or guest beers are available, when in fact they are
not, contact: Advertising Standards Authority, Mid City Place, 71 High
Holborn, London WC1V 6QT, Telephone 020 7492 2222, Textphone 020
7242 8159, Fax 020 7242 3696
Or visit www.asa.org.uk where you can complain online
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Contact markgiles@outlook.com for more information. Please use ND
Advertising in the subject line.
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space is too short to mention them all.
Many thanks to Trent Bridge and those who have allowed us to use their
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BREWERY LIAISON OFFICERS

Please contact breweryliaison@nottinghamcamra.org if you have any
comments, queries or complaints about a local brewery.
Angel			Hugh Angseesing
Beeston Hop		
Mark Richardson
Black Iris			
John Rankin
Blue Monkey		
Andrew Ludlow
Brewhouse & Kitchen
Ian Wright
Castle Rock		
Paul Davies
Fish Key			
Paul Davies
Flipside			Terry Lock
Full Mash			
Ray Kirby
Good Stuff Brewing		
Alan Ward
Lazy Bay			
Richard Byles
Lenton Lane		
Mick Courtney
Lincoln Green		
Anthony Hewitt
Liquid Light		
Steve Hill
Magpie			Alan Ward
Navigation		
Vince Lee
Neon Raptor		
Gary Higgins
Nottingham		
Steve Westby
Reality			John Scottow
Shipstones		
Ray Kirby
Totally Brewed		
Colin Camidge
Would you like to be a BLO? Contact the brewey liaison officer on the
email above if interested.

